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ABSTRACT.   A discrete semigroup is said to have the compact semigroup

property (c.s.p.) [the compact semi-semigroup property (c.s.s.p.)] if the multi-

plication Arens' product, on its Stone-Cech compactification, is jointly

[separately] w*-continuous.  We obtain an algebraic characterization of those

semigroups which have c.s.p. by characterizing algebraically their almost

periodic subsets. We show that a semigroup has c.s.p. if and only if each of

its subsets is almost periodic. This characterization is employed to prove

that for a cancellation semigroup to have c.s.p., it is necessary and sufficient

that each of its countable subsets be almost petiodic. We answet in the neg-

ative a heretofote open question—is c.s.p. equivalent to c.s.s.p.

1. Introduction. It is well known [4] that a discrete semigroup 5 is imbedded

homeomorphically and densely in its Stone-Cech compactification ßiS). A multi-

plication called Arens' product [l], denoted ©, can be placed on ßiS). With this

multiplication, ßiS) becomes a compact set and a semigroup which contains an

isomorphic copy of S. However, ßiS) equipped with   0   may fail to be a com-

pact semigroup in that   ©   need not be jointly continuous on ßiS), as some ex-

amples in §3 point out. In fact, ©   may even fail to be separately continuous

on ßiS). An example of a semigroup for which this occurs appears in §5. In this

paper we are concerned with the questions of determining which semigroups S

have separate or joint continuity of   ©   on ßiS).

In §2, basic definitions and a discussion of the methods and terminology we

will use are given. We will say that a discrete semigroup S has the compact

semigroup property, c.s.p., (compact semi-semigroup property, c.s.s.p.) if   ©   is

jointly (separately) continuous on ßiS).

In § 3 we give an algebraic characterization of those semigroups S which
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have c.s.p. First, we characterize algebracially the almost periodic subsets of S.

Then we show that a semigroup S has c.s.p. if and only if every one of its sub-

sets is almost periodic. We apply this characterization to various semigroups to

determine whether or not they have c.s.p. As a final result in this section, we

prove that for a cancellation semigroup to have c.s.p., it is necessary and sufficient

that each of its countable subsets be almost periodic.

In §5 where we discuss semigroups with c.s.s.p. (i.e., © is separately con-

tinuous on ßiS)) we answer, in the negative, a heretofore open question—is c.s.p.

equivalent to c.s.s.p.—by constructing a semigroup with c.s.s.p. but not c.s.p.

2. Preliminaries. A topological semigroup is a semigroup with a Hausdorff

topology such that the multiplication is jointly continuous. Let S be a discrete

semigroup. We denote by r?z(S) the space of all bounded real valued functions on

5. ttz(S) is a Banach space with the supremum norm.

Let S be a semigroup (not necessarily having an identity). For / in m(S) and

x £ S, the left (right) translates of / by x ate defined by / (y) = fixy) ifxiy) =

fiyx)). Clearly / , /* £ ttz(5) for all x £ S. Let ttz(S)* denote the space of bounded

real linear functionals on miS).

Define a map p: S -» miS)* by s -, 8S, where 8sif) = fis) fot all femiS).

The z^*-closure of piS) in ttz(S)*, denoted by ßiS), is called the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of S.  A well-known multiplication [l] called Aren's product, denoted

by O, can be defined on miS)* in such a way that miS)*, © is a semigroup. Let

p, XemiS)*. Define,

ip 0  A)(/) = pih)    fot all / £ miS),

where hix) = \ifx) fot all X £ S. Then miS)* is a semigroup under 0 , and ßiS)

is a subsemigroup and a compact set which contains a dense isomorphic and

homeomorphic copy, piS), of S.

The only topology on the semigroup 5 that we consider in this paper will be

the discrete topology, and ßiS) will always carry the w*-topology of miS)*.

Definition. A semigroup S is said to have the compact semigroup property

(c.s.p.) if ©is jointly continuous on ßiS).

Definition. A semigroup S is said to have the compact semi-semigroup

property (c.s.s.p.) if © is separately continuous on ßiS).

Definition. femiS) is called weakly almost periodic if j/*|x£ S\ is relatively

weakly compact.

Definition. femiS) is said to be almost periodic if j/x|x£S| is relatively

compact in the norm topology.

For A C S we will denote by CA the characteristic function of A. We let

Ax-1 = ¡r|f £ S and tx £ A\.
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Note that, for 77 C S and x £ S, C^- C       ,. The set of almost periodic functions

on S will be denoted by AÍS). The set of weakly almost periodic functions on 5

will be denoted by  WÍS). It is well known (see Pym [8, p. 93]) that A(S) and W(5)

are norm closed subspaces of 777(5). The product ©, previously defined, is a

special case of what J. Pym [7] calls evolution on 772(5)*. We will make use of

Lemma 6.1 and Theorems 6.2 and 5.4 in Pym's work [8].

Remark. Part (iii) of Lemma 6.1 holds if the word "convolution" is replaced

by the word "evolution." Theorem 6.2 is still valid if the phrase "domain for a

convolution in E*" is replaced by the phrase "domain for an evolution in F*."

The following theorem is a restatement of a portion of [8, Theorem 4.3]-

Theorem. 1. Let S be a semigroup, and F a Banach subspace of 772(5) such

that F is a domain for convolution in F*.  Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) I    £ F for all f £ F and T £ F*, and convolution is identical with evolu-

tion in F*.

(ii) Each f in F is weakly almost periodic.

The following result is an immediate, but apparently previously unrecognized,

special case of Theorems 6.2 and 4.3 of Pym [8].

Theorem 2.  Let S be a semigroup.  Then S has c.s.s.p. if and only if con-

volution is identical with evolution on 772(5)*.

Proof. Let E = 772(5), and apply Theorem 6.2(ii) of Pym [8] and the above

restatement of Theorem 4.3 of Pym [8].

3. The characterization of semigroups with the compact semigroup property.

Definition 1. We will call a subset 77 of a semigroup 5 almost periodic if

CH £ AÍS).

Theorem 1. If H C 5, where S is a semigroup, then 77 is almost periodic if

and only if {Hx~  \x £S\ is finite.

Proof. Since, for 77 C 5 and x £ 5, CÏ = C        .we have that H is almost
"        Hx~L

periodic if and only if {C     _ , \x £ S\ is finite.

Theorem 2. Let S be a semigroup.  Then 772(5) = A(5) if and only if every

H £2    is almost periodic.

Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the facts that 772(5) is the norm clo-

sure of the space spanned by the characteristic functions of the subsets of 5 and

that A(5) is norm closed in 772(5).

Corollary 1. A semigroup S has c.s.p.   (© is jointly w*-continuous on ßiS))

if and only if, for each 77 £ 2 , {f7x~ 1\x £ 5i is finite.
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Proof. If, for each  F £ 2  , [Fx~ ^x £ S\ is finite then by Theorems 1 and 2

above we have that ttz(S) = A(5). By Theorem 5.4 of Pym [8], we have, since ©

is evolution on miS)*, that O is jointly z//*-continuous on ßiS). So S has c.s.p.

If S has c.s.p. then, by the remark made in §2 and Theorem 6.2 of Pym [8],

we have that m(S) = AÍS) and the corollary is proved.

The following examples with the exception of number 9 occur in the work of

H. Mankowitz [6]. Completely different and simple proofs can be easily obtained

using our characterization. We include only the proof of number 6.

Examples.  1. Let S be an arbitrary nonempty set, and define a product by

ab = b fot any a, b £ 5.   Then S is a semigroup with c.s.p.

2. Let S be an arbitrary nonempty set, and define a product by ab = a for

any a, b £ S.  Then S is a semigroup with c.s.p.

3. Let 5 be the semigroup of positive integers with ab = max(a, b). Then S

does not have c.s.p.

4. Let S be the semigroup of positive integers with ab = min (a, b). S does

not have c.s.p.

5. Let S be any nonempty set and xQ a fixed element of S. Define ab = xn.

Then the semigroup 5 has c.s.p.

6. The semigroup of positive integers N under addition does not have c.s.p.

Proof. Let F = ¡2k \k = 1, 2, • • ■ ¡. Let 2*1, 2"2£F with tZj < nr Then

2"1£F(2"1)-1    and    2*1 ¿F(2"2)- ».

So [Fa-!|a £/7| is infinite and since \Hx~ l\x £ N\ ^ [Fa" l\a € F| we have by

Corollary 1 that N does not have c.s.p.

7. The set of positive real numbers under addition does not have c.s.p.

8. The group of integers under addition does not have c.s.p.

9. The semigroup of positive integers Z under multiplication does not have

c.s.p.

10. Any finite semigroup has c.s.p.

Remark. Let (5, • ) be a semigroup. For a, b £ S set a x b = b • a. Then (5, x) is a

semigroup and if ÍS, •) has c.s.p. (c.s.s.p.) then ÍS, x) has c.s.p. (c.s.s.p.).

This follows from the well-known fact that equivalent definitions of almost periodic

and weakly almost periodic functions can be formed using left translates in place

of right translates (see page 167 of [5] and Proposition 7 of [3]) and from Theorem

5.4. of [8] since miS) = A(S) imiS) - WÍS)).

4. Applications of the characterization.

Theorem 1. A semigroup S, such that SS = lai)|a, b €S\ is finite, need not

have c.s.p.
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Proof. Let 5 be any infinite set. Let 0 and 1 be two distinguished elements

of 5. Define

ab = 1    for a = b,
and a, b 4 0, 1,

= 0    for a 4 b,

and 0a = aO = la = al = 0 for all a£ S.

S is clearly a semigroup and since {{l¡a |a£S} is infinite we have that 5

does not have c.s.p.

If additional conditions are imposed on 5, then it will perhaps have c.s.p.

If for instance we had that for each A C 55 there exists an a £ S such that Aa C A

and (55 - A)a C 55 - A,  5 would have c.s.p.

Theorem 2.  Lef S be a cancellation semigroup with the property that every

countable subset is almost periodic.   Then S has c.s.p.

Proof. Suppose II C S is such that {Hx~   \x £ S\ is infinite. Define, for

(x, y) £ S x 5, x ~ y iff Hx~    = Hy~  . ~ is clearly an equivalence relation and

since {77x~  |x £ S\ is infinite, we have an infinite number of equivalence classes.

Next form the set X by selecting one element from each equivalence class omit-

ting that class, C , if it exists, for which Hs~    = 0. So X is infinite,and, for

xeX, Hx-1 4 0.

1. We may assume that for t £ H there exists x £ X such that {fix-   4 0-

2. For f £ H we have that j{fjx-1|xeXl is finite, say expressed as

{{fix?  , {flxj  , • •• , {fix"1!. This is so since every countable subset of 5 is

assumed to be almost periodic.

Notice that, for t £ H, {t\x~ has at most one point since if a and v £ {fix-

then ax = f = vx —► a = v.

3. For x eX - {xv ... , xn |, {fix-1 =0; otherwise {fix-1 = Mx'1 40 for

some 1 <k<n( and so for some s £ S we have sx = f = sxk —> x = xfe, a contra-

diction.

Let f j £ 77 and {xn, x12, ... , x.     ! be that subset of X such that

Ut\*if  40,l<i<n..  Now then there exists f2 £ H - if ji such that, for some

x21eX-{xn, ... ,xlni\,{t2}x214 0and {f^x-/ £ S - lUfái, • • • •l<Il»'¡¿1l.
This holds since otherwise 77x~ 1 C {{f j ¡xT^1, • • • , {f j )x"^n  | for every x £ X.

But by 2, lifjix"^ \ , • • • , liiix"^  I is finite so that {77x-1|x eX¡ is finite-

a contradiction. Let fx21, x22, • • • , x2     ! be the set of those x2. eX such that

!f2ix~* 4 0- Again, there exists t,£H- {ty f2l such that, for some x, j £ X -

1*11« x12'"- '*.«x' *ZV ••■ >W'f/3!x~3Î ¿0  and

if3!x^e5-{{f1!x-/,...,{f1!x^i,{f2!x2-/,...,{f2ix2-y
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since otherwise Fx      would be a subset of \\tx\xxx , • • • , \tx\x~[n  , {i2|x^j,

... ,íí2í*2n2' for every *e*- But as before, by 2, H/jlx^}, • • • , í'ii*7»»i»

jí2|x^j, •■• , (í2!*^„ ! is finite and so ¡Fx~  |x£X( is finite—a contradiction.

In general   then, for any k, there exists rfe £ F - ¡íj, • • • , tk_ j I such that, for

some xkxeX-\xxl, ■ ■■ , *lui, x2V ••• ,*2n2' '*' ' xk-l, V" ' xk-l,nk„J'

\tk\x-k¡40 and

Utlx-|£S-ii/1!x7},...,i/1!x^i,ir2!x2-},...,[/2!x2-i2,...,

K-Ax~¿uv~>K-Axll-i,nk_¿-

For any k define \xkl, — , x¡¿„, I to be that subset of X of minimal finite cardi-

nality such that \tk\\xkX, ••• , *fenfcf-1 = «^i*-1,

4. Now form Tn = \tx, • •■ , tj; Xn = jxn, x2X, ■ ■ ■ , xnl\. Let

T-\J   Tn,     X' = U \-
n=l n=l

If, for tk eT and x£X', Uk\x~l ¿0 then Í/^Jx~ 1 e\\tk\x~k\, ■•■ , U^x'1

Now notice the following:

and
*«*'

-Iji, .      iv-l
(*) Uk]x     ^Ul'-"^k-l]X

5. This implies that [Tx^ |x¿1 £ X' (i.e. for i = 1, 2, • • •)} is infinite. As a

matter of fact no two of the elements in this set are the same for i ¿ j. Consider

Tx~xl and  Tx"1, with i 4 h Then UAxJi  ¿ 0 and {t.]xTl ¿ 0. Also TxT1 =

fotKi'KiKi* -1; Txn - «Wi1« I'm^i1' •'• •'*• Suppose ' V1*« ■
j/.    ¡x'j1 5^ 0, for some integers p,v  > 0.  Then note that i + p ¿ j + v. For

otherwise t.,   = f..    and then tí,-.   !*7i *.-i " tiM   = t..   = fr;j_ \x~. x.. —» jr., =

x.j, a contradiction. Since i + p 4 j + v, it follows from (*), with k the larger of

i + p,j + v, that \ti+  \x~x   ¿ Ifj+yi*/!1' Tnerefore '"'ñ  ^ ^"*7l   f°r ' ^ Î' *' i =

1,2,....

6. Therefore T is not almost periodic, which is a contradiction since T is

countable. Hence, for F C 5, [Fx     |x£Sj is finite. Therefore 5 has c.s.p.

As some other applications of the characterization one can easily obtain some

already known results [6] such as:

1. Subsemigroups of semigroups with c.s.p. have c.s.p.

2. Homomorphic images of semigroups with c.s.p. have c.s.p.

We can easily get that the cartesian product of a semigroup with c.s.p. and a

finite semigroup has c.s.p. But if the condition of finiteness for one of the semi-

groups is dropped the product may fail to have c.s.p.
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5. Separate continuity of © on 73(5). In this chapter we will make use of the

following theorem due to Grothendieck [3].

Theorem 1. Let E be any topological space and let CÍE) denote the Banach

space of all bounded continuous functions on E.  Then a set A C CÍE) is rela-

tively weakly compact if and only if it is bounded and it is impossible to choose

sequences {/.) in A and {x.\ in E such that the limits Lim-Lim- /¿(x.) and

Lim. Lim. /(x.) both exist and are distinct.

Let 5 be a semigroup and / £ 772(5). Grothendieck points out that / is weakly

almost periodic if and only if Lim¿ Lim/(x¿y.)  and Lim. Lim¿ /(x¿y) are equal

whenever they exist, ({x.j, {y.j  ate sequences in 5.)

Theorem 2.  For a semigroup S, 772(5) = WÍS) if and only if C^  is weakly al-

most periodic for every 77 C 5.

Proof. Since W(5) is a Banach space and 772(5) is the norm closure of the

linear span of the characteristic functions of subsets of 5, the theorem follows.

Remark. In dealing with the question of whether 772(5) = W(5) implies that

tb(5) = A(5), we need only consider the characteristic functions of the subsets of 5.

Theorem 3. There exists a semigroup S such that miS) = W(5) but miS) 4

AÍS).

Proof. Let 5 be the semigroup in the proof of Theorem 1, §4. Consider now

C. 'i(y-) where ja¿(, {y.( are sequences in 5 and f = 0 or f = 1. We consider

two cases.

A. Neither sequence {«.(, {y-i has an infinite number of O's or l's.

B. One of the sequences (possibly both) has an infinite number of O's or l's.

Suppose A: We consider two subcases f = 1 and f = 0. Suppose f = 1 and

that
a.

Lim Lim C<j¡(y.) = Lim Lim Cjj.íy.a.) = 1.
i        j J i        j '

Then there exists N such that for each i > N there exists Mii) such that for

/>M(i)

Cj1.(y.a.)= 1 for ; > Mii).

This means that y. = a¿ for j > Mii). So taking i = N and M = MÍN) we have that

y M ~ y/W+l = y M+2 = ** ■ = ÖN" ^ut tnen on taking ¿= N + P and applying the

above we have that aN +p = aN. So aN = aN + 1 = aw+2

But this implies that Iirn.Lim. C?lAy} = Lim;Lim¿C¡ x j(y;«¿) = 1, So then if

Lim.Lim. CT'Áy) = 1, Lim.Lim;. C<  líyJ exists and is also 1. A similar argument will give
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that if Lim. Lim¿ Cj|(y.) = 1 then Lin^LimCt '¡(y) exists and is also 1.

We have in this subcase that if one of the iterated limits exists and is 1 then

the other must exist and be equal to 1.

Suppose now that one of the iterated limits exists and is 0. Then if the other

iterated limit exists, it too must be 0, since if it were 1, the first iterated limit

would also have to equal 1, by what was proved above. In summary then we have

that, for f = 1, if the iterated limits both exist, they must be equal.

Next suppose f = 0 and that

a.
Lim Lim C, ', (y.) = Lim Li

i     j     lo!   '
im C.   , (y .a.) = 0.

Then there exists N such that for each i > N there exists Mii ) such that, for

j > Mii), Cj0 i(y,-«,-) = 0 for / > Mii). This means y a¿ 4 0, so y ■ = a¿, for / > Mii).

Taking i = N and M = MÍN) we have

But then on taking i = N + P and applying the above we have aN  p = aN. So

aN = aN   . = • • ■ . But this implies that

a.
Lim Lim C. ', (y .) = Lim Lim C.   , (y .a.) = 0.

j       i      {o! >1 y       i      {oi 'i t

A similar argument gives that if Lim . Lim¿ C.'Ay) = 0 then Lim¿ Lim.C«'.(y.)

exists and is also 0. We have in this subcase, f = 0, that if one of the iterated

limits exists and is 0 then the other must exist and be equal to 0.

Suppose now that one of the iterated limits exists and is 1. Then if the other

iterated limit exists, it too must be 1, since if it were 0, the first iterated limit

would also have to equal 0, by the result of the previous paragraph.

In summary then we have that, for f = 0, if the iterated limits both exist,

they must be equal.

Suppose B: Suppose {a¿| has an infinite number of O's or l's.

I. Consider C.\(y.)=Ct ,(y .ß-). Note that Lim.Lim. C. Ay.aJ = 1 is impos-

sible, and Lim • Lin^-C, Aya.) = 1 is impossible. So if both of the iterated limits

exist, they both must be 0 and hence equal. A similar argument of course applies

if {y! has an infinite number of O's or l's.

This together with Case A gives, by Grothendieck's Theorem, that Cjji is

weakly almost periodic.

II. Consider  C,'.(>0 = Cr   ¡(y ö;). Note that Lim.Lim¿ C   >(y a¿) = 0 and

Lim. Lim. C<   Ay.a.) = 0 are impossible.  So if both of the iterated limits exist,

they must be 1 and therefore equal.  So by Case A and Grothendieck's Theorem

C,   , is weakly almost periodic. Suppose A C 5 and x e 5. Then C^ = C     _ ,
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where Ax~ l = \t\tx £ A ¡. So we see that if A does not contain 0 or 1 then

Ax_1 = 0 for all x £ S.  Therefore fC^|x £ S\ = \CA. Therefore CA is weakly

almost periodic.

If 0 £ A and 1 4 A then Ax" ! = |0 !x" l.

If 1 £A and 0 «'A then Ax-1 = {lix_1.

If 0, 1 £ A then Ax~ l = S so then \CA\x £ S\ = \CS\ and CA is weakly al-

most periodic.

Therefore in checking to see if CA is weakly almost periodic we need only

consider the subsets A = \0\ and A = [1¡. So then since C7t0j and Ciji are

weakly almost periodic we have miS) = WÍS) (Theorem 2).

We have already noted that ttz(5) ^ A(5) and so the theorem is proved.

Corollary.  Let S be a semigroup such that © is separately continuous on

ßiS). Then © need not be jointly continuous.

Proof. Let S be as in Theorem 4 with the discrete topology. Since miS) =

WÍS) and ttj(S) 4 AiS), Theorem 6.2 of Pym [8] and the remark in §2 give that ©

is separately but not jointly continuous.

We note that an open problem has been the question: Let 5 be a semigroup.

Are the following two properties on S equivalent?

(a) S has c.s.p.

(b) Convolution is identical with evolution on 7tz(S)*.

By Theorem 2 of §2 we have (b) is equivalent to:

(c) S has c.s.s.p.

So (a) implies (b) since trivially (a) implies (c). But Corollary 1 above

serves as a counterexample to "(b) implies (a)," thus resolving the question in

the negative.
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